King’s Church Family Easter

Treasure Hunt

This treasure hunt is a bit of fun for you and your family. You could do this with just
your family or now that some restrictions have lifted you could arrange to do this
with another family if you would like to.
The treasure hunt is in Beckenham Place Park, Beckenham Hill Road,
Beckenham, BR3 5BS. It’s a beautiful park and easy to get to by car or public
transport.
You have to pay to park in the park and that it is likely to be rammed over the
Easter weekend, so it might be best to look for alternative car parking on nearby
streets.
What will you need?
If you want to take part, you will need the following:
•
•
•

A pen or pencil
A copy of this treasure hunt, either on paper or on your phone. If you’re using
your phone you will need to bring a piece of paper to write your answers on.
The treasure hunt will work best if you look at it landscape on your phone.
Lastly and most importantly, don’t forget to bring some treasure – maybe a
small easter egg/chocolate bar/some chocolate mini eggs – it’s up to you!

At the end of the hunt the children will need to find somewhere to sit (there are
plenty of logs around) and work out the phrase using the letters they have
collected. This may be a bit tricky without adult help!
When they have finished it would be great if you could have some treasure to
give them to celebrate their success!
Each clue is very easy as we have given you most of the word. However, if you
want to make it more difficult, you don’t need to give your child any of the word.
The hope is that you have a really lovely family time and enjoy celebrating Jesus,
King of the World!
We would love to see some pictures of you and your family enjoying the treasure
hunt. If you want to share a picture you can use the hashtag
#kingseastertreasurehunt on social media.

Ok, off you go…

1.

Start at the courtyard opposite the
carpark, facing the Homestead Café.

2. Walk diagonally to the gate on your right
(about 50 steps) As you come out of the gate look
on your left In the garden. What flower do you
see?

___ affoldils
3. Follow the path round to the left and
down the hill. On your left there is
something with long branches, what is it
called?

___ ree
4. Follow the path down the hill (about 30
steps) until you see a

___ ate

5. Look to the right what do you see? It’s very helpful for tired
legs. It’s a

___ eat

6. Walk about 20 steps down the hill and
you come to a path. We could also call this a

__ amp .

_

Go up it. Have a look around on the ground - there are lots of
beautiful yellow flowers. Do you know what they are called?

7. Turn around and go down the steps, how
many did you count?

___ even.

8. Look around. Can you see the HUGE squirrel? Run over to it - it
has 2 pointy ears and two round beady
____

yes

9. Now turn to face the lake and run down the
hill until you reach the sign. Look around, is
there something nearby that you might put
rubbish in. It’s called a

B___ n

10. Follow the sign around the lake towards
the barbecue area where you will come to
some logs. Looking at the trees around you what
is beginning to grow on their branches?

__eaves

_

11. Facing the logs look ahead of you. Can
you see this little path? Walk up it,
Ahead of you should see a huge mound.

12. Walk up the mound, you might also call it
a small

___ ill .

13. From the top of the hill you can see lots of things. Have a
good look around.
Can you see track for a type of vehicle called a

trai ___

14. Can you also see a lovely lake filled with ___ ater.
15. Can you also see a tunnel for the trains to go __ nder.
16. Walk down the mound and head to
your left find the pink stump and follow
the path.

17. Follow the sign to the wet
w___ ___ dland.

Walk clockwise around the Wet Woodland path.
Whilst you are walking round see if you can see or hear any of
these things.

18. As you walk around the wet woodland, if you
see this stump get a bonus letter J.
You will use this letter to start your sentence!

Look out for bright green flying birds overhead. They
are called parakeets.

Keep going round following the signs to mansion
house.

As you walk see this little circle on the tree trunk.
When you see it means that you are nearly at the
finish point. Well done! Keep going!

19. Look out for this pink stump - touch the pink
top with your elbow.

Well done – you have found all the clues!
Now you just need to unravel them to make a sentence.
Clue – the sentence is about who Jesus is!

Here are all the letters you have collected.
D
E
U

T
I
O

G
L
O

S
H
J

R
N

S
W

See if you can put them in this sentence to see what they spell.

__S__

I_

K___

_F

__E

_____

Well done! You have completed the treasure
hunt!
Find a spot to sit down and collect your prize
Remember and celebrate that
JESUS IS KING OF THE WORLD

